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ABSTRACT
Harnessing the power of massively parallel devices like the graphics
processing unit (GPU) is difficult for algorithms that show dynamic
or inhomogeneous workloads. To achieve high performance, such
advanced algorithms require scalable, concurrent queues to collect
and distribute work. We show that previous queuing approaches are
unfit for this task, as they either (1) do not work well in a massively
parallel environment, or (2) obstruct the use of individual threads
on top of single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) cores, or (3) block
during access, thus prohibiting multi-queue setups. With these
issues in mind, we present the Broker Queue, a highly efficient, fully
linearizable FIFO queue for fine-granular parallel work distribution
on the GPU. We evaluate its performance and usability on modern
GPU models against a wide range of existing algorithms. The Broker
Queue is up to three orders of magnitude faster than non-blocking
queues and can even outperform significantly simpler techniques
that lack desired properties for fine-granular work distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

While the high processing power and programmability of the modern graphics processing unit (GPU) make it an ideal co-processor
for compute-intensive tasks, its massively parallel nature creates
difficulties not present on the CPU. To harness the power of the
throughput-oriented GPU architecture, an application has to fit
into a rigid execution model, which lacks task management and
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load balancing features. Without versatile task management, it is
inefficient or impossible to run many common algorithms on GPUs.
This lack of features has led many researchers to implement task
management for the GPU in software [4–6, 27, 28, 32]. At the core
of all task management strategies are concurrent queues, which collect and distribute work, usually in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner.
The available literature on concurrent queues has a strong focus
on lock-freedom, which is often held as key to performance in concurrent systems. However, these algorithms are commonly geared
towards CPU architectures and do not cater to the peculiarities of
powerful and ubiquitous GPU hardware. The lock-free property is
often achieved by methods in the spirit of optimistic concurrency
control [16], e.g., through algorithms that assume a low incidence
of failed atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) operations from competing threads. However, as others [11, 13] have already noted, the
overhead that is actually caused by repeatedly failing code sections
can outweigh the benefits of true lock-freedom. As an alternative,
blocking queues have been proposed specifically for the GPU [25].
Unfortunately, conventional blocking queues substantially limit
options for load balancing, as they do not return the control to the
calling thread in underflow or overflow situations. Thus, they cannot be used in multi-queue setups, which are common in advanced
work distribution strategies, e.g., work stealing [5].
In this paper, we present a new queue design, fit for work distribution and general queuing on the GPU. First, we identify desired
properties for efficient work distribution on the GPU and assess
the fitness of previous algorithms in this respect (Section 3). Based
on these properties, we describe a scalable, linearizable queue, the
broker queue (BQ), which shows the performance of a blocking
queue, but can return control to the scheduler in case of underflow
or overflow (Section 4). Additionally, we present two variants of
the BQ, which can further improve performance at the expense of
linearizable FIFO behavior. All presented algorithms
• support all execution paradigms common on the GPU: individual threads, wave fronts of single-instruction-multipledata (SIMD) width, and cooperative thread groups,
• store arbitrarily sized data in a ring-buffer and thus avoid
costly dynamic memory management,
• ensure that enqueue/dequeue are not fully-blocking if the
queue is full or empty, thus enabling multi-queue setups, and
• avoid optimistic concurrency control, assigning threads to a
unique spot in the queue after a fixed number of operations
if the queue is not close to underflow or overflow.
For the broker queue, we prove linearizability (Section 5) and describe specifics for implementing variants of the BQ in Section 6.
We compare our designs to the state-of-the-art in both synthetic
tests, as well as a realistic use case (Section 7).

